PRESS RELEASE

2006 FIRST HALF RESULTS APPROVED

Milan, 13th September 2006 – Eurofly’s Board of Directors, which met today under the chairmanship of Mr
Giuseppe Bonomi, approved Eurofly’s first half results, prepared in accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standard (IFRS).

Economic and financial results
Total revenues grew to 135,5 million Euro (+5,3% versus first half 2005 data) in first half 2006. In detail, Long
Haul posted an increase in sales (from 60,3 to 67,6 million Euro), thanks to the growth reported both in flight
hours and in average revenue per flight hour. The All Business division started its operations with the A319 at the
end of May 2006 and was not present in 2005. The contribution of this Business Unit to the Company’s total
revenues is still limited. The decrease in revenues of the Medium Haul (from 67,5 to 62,8 million Euro) is due to
the shrink in available fleet (third party aircrafts have not been operated this summer) and the higher contribution
of activity characterizer by lower yield (operations for other airlines). Fleet productivity was in line with last year.

EBITDAR grew both in absolute (from 9,8 million Euro in first half 2005 to 13,7 million Euro in first half 2006) and
in relative (from 7,7% to 10,5%) value, mainly thanks to the savings on operating costs ( the re-negotiations of
some contracts with suppliers) and wet lease, more than offsetting the fuel price increase.

EBITDA was -3,8 million Euro, down vs the -2,1 level of the same period of 2005, for the increase in rental costs
of the fleet (+47,1%).

EBIT amounted to -8,9 million Euro (-4,4 million in firs half 2005) following the entry in fleet of the Airbus A319 (in
financial lease) and provisions for write down of receivables.

Net result was -12 million Euro (vs 3,2 million loss in 2005) mainly due to financial charges.

Net financial position at June 2006 was negative for 10,9 million Euro. Shareholders’ equity was 33,8 million Euro.

Main subsequent events
st

On 31 August the exclusive period given by I Viaggi del Ventaglio to Eurofly in the acquisition project of
Livingston came to dead line. I Viaggi del Ventaglio agreed to continue the negotiation, even if with no
exclusivity, having also the possibility to share the project with potential future investors in the group. Taking
this and the trend of the negotiation with I Viaggi del Ventaglio, Eurofly decided non to proceed with the project
of the acquisition of Livingston.

Eurofly’s Board of Directors, taking into consideration the critical situation in the Middle East region, decided
not to go ahead with revision of the project related to the set up of a charter aircraft company based in Egypt in
order not to increase the exposure to the region.

Foreseeable evolution
In July and August 2006, the number of flight hours in Medium Haul decreased vs the same period of 2005,
mainly due to the reduction in fleet available but also due to an unexpected weakness of the Egypt market also
in the best seasonality period, following the Middle-East crisis. Flight hours in Long Haul was substantially in
line with expectations. The growing A319 business suffered for the change in commercial strategy due the
switch from Linate to Malpensa.

Eurofly does not expect a turn in the macro trend negatively affecting first half result. The slower than expected
start up phase of the All Business flight will conduct to a lower than estimated result in terms of load factor and
revenues. Taking the negative trend of the market and of the exogenous variables into consideration, Eurofly
expects to close 2006 with a net loss.

Below the Profit and Loss, the Balance Sheet and the Cash Flow relative to the first half 2006, prepared in
accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS).
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